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ABSTRACT 
 

The Arbuckle Mountains, south-central Oklahoma, record deformation 

associated with Appalachian-Ouachita Orogen along the southern margin of Laurentia 

at the end of the Paleozoic Era. Regional structures associated with this tectonism 

include (SW to NE) the Arbuckle, Tishimingo, and Hunton anticlines as well as 

regionally extensive west-northwest-trending faults with complex and poorly defined 

kinematic histories that separate the anticlines into distinct uplifts. Cross-sections 

throughout the orogen, often drawn at high angles to these faults and anticlines, 

assume plane strain and transport within the cross-section plane towards the northeast. 

However, published stratigraphic relationships and structural studies indicate 

significant post-Ordovician, left-lateral, oblique strike-slip motion along some of the 

faults. This research utilized large-scale geologic mapping (1:6,000 – 1:300 scale), 

fault kinematic analysis, and fracture analysis along a 7-mile (12 km) south-north 

corridor along U.S. Interstate 35 through the central Arbuckle Mountains to determine 

the relative contribution of dip-slip versus strike-slip motion along major faults, how 

folds and fractures vary with respect to these faults, and if outcrop scale structures are 

kinematically compatible with the larger model for the formation of the Arbuckle 

anticline.  

The results are as follows:  (1) Outcrop-scale structures including folds, minor 

faults, opening mode fractures, and styolites are dominantly developed throughout the 

study area and contribute to the overall kinematics of folding and faulting associated 
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with the Arbuckle anticline. These structures include outcrop scale parasitic 

disharmonic, intra-bed folds, map-scale imbricates and positive flower structures. (2) 

Outcrop-scale (minor) folds have shallowly plunging axes throughout the anticline and 

are parasitic to the northwest-trending Arbuckle anticline. (3) Kinematic analysis of 

fault-striae along the traverse display a transition from dominantly dip-slip faulting on 

the limbs of the anticline to oblique left-lateral, strike-slip faulting within the core. (4) 

Pre- and syn-tectonic fracture sets can be differentiated and indicate a maximum 

shortening direction of N40E throughout the anticline. (5) Outcrop scale structures are 

kinematically compatible across the Arbuckle anticline. These newly documented 

structures and patterns of deformation are consistent with transpression (transcurrent + 

contractional) distributed throughout structural domains within the Arbuckle anticline. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Uplifts are important geologically as they often record past collisional events, 

and economically, for their role in oil and gas exploration. However, many 

mechanisms involved in their formation are not well understood, especially the role of 

strike-slip motion. Many of these models assume plain strain with strike-slip 

indicators often unincorporated. An especially well-exposed portion of an uplift often 

modeled is the Arbuckle anticline in south-central Oklahoma. The I-35 corridor runs 

perpendicular to the strike of the anticline and preserves the most continuous exposure 

of Lower to Middle Paleozoic rocks in the midcontinent of North America. Outcrops 

along I-35 and adjacent roads are visited annually by hundreds of geologists, both as 

academic field trips, field conferences, act as analogs for industry study of subsurface 

reservoirs, and contain formations used for waste-water injection wells. However, the 

current geologic mapping has not been updated since Fay’s (1989) seminal study. 

Furthermore, during the summer of 2015, heavy rains lead to a number of mass 

wasting events that have provided new outcrops for examination.  

The Arbuckle anticline is part of the larger Arbuckle Mountains formed from 

the oblique suturing of Gondwanaland and Laurentia during the late Paleozoic 

Ouachita-Appalachian orogeny. Two hypotheses have been proposed for the 

formation of the evolution of the Arbuckle anticline. The first invokes reactivation of 

normal faults associated with the Southern Oklahoma Aulacogen (SOA) as reverse 
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and thrust faults during the suturing of Gondwana and Laurentia (Dott, 1934; Ham, 

1951; Tomlinson, 1952; Tanner, 1967). The second involves a wrench model for the 

tectonics, implicating strike-slip motion in the deformation (Carter, 1979; Haas, 1981; 

Tapp, 1995). Fault-slip data from the Arbuckle Mountains is conspicuously missing 

from earlier work (Ham and others, 1973; McConnell, 1989; Tapp, 1995, although 

such data are mentioned in this manuscript, they are not presented). Map-scale fault 

pattern, displacement, and direction of movement of the Arbuckle Mountains and the 

overall trend of the deformation belt do not strictly fit within an uplift system that 

involves only plane strain motion, but scarce structural data, especially on the outcrop 

scale, has been presented to support these conclusions. Fault rocks containing 

slickensides and striae may indicate shearing, especially if it is from more recent 

tectonic events. Layer parallel slip – in, and of itself – would not make balancing 

inaccurate. Without recognizing layer parallel slip, thickness estimates of faulted beds 

will be inaccurate, leading to incorrect cross-sections. 

Our approach to this problem is to utilize outcrop-scale structural mapping and 

fault-slip kinematic analysis as recorded in fault slickensides and striae to evaluate 

fault motion and sense of slip. This research utilizes large-scale geologic mapping, 

kinematic analysis, and fracture analysis along the I-35 corridor through the central 

Arbuckle Mountains to constrain the following questions:  

1. Is there evidence for strike-slip motion in the Arbuckle Mountains and is it 

contemporaneous with fold and thrust belt formation? 

2. What is the relative contribution of dip-slip versus strike-slip motion along 
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the major faults within the central Arbuckle Mountains? 

3. Is the Arbuckle anticline the result of left-lateral strike-slip tectonics? 

4.  How do folds and fractures vary temporally and kinematically with respect 

to faulting? 

5. Are outcrop-scale structures kinematically compatible with the larger 

model for the Arbuckle anticline? 

Previously mapped geology, including unit contacts and faults (from Fay et al, 

1989), is verified and new geologic mapping is presented. The type of motion (i.e., 

normal, reverse, oblique, etc.) is documented and the direction quantified. While Fay’s 

(1989) map provides an excellent base for subsequent studies (Gilbert and McConnell, 

1991; Algeo, 1992; Naruk, 1994; Carpenter and Tapp, 2014; Kilic and Tapp, 2014), 

large-scale mapping has noted a number of structural complexities in the original map. 

The previously published cross sections and maps are adjusted to fit with the findings 

of this study with new cross-sections of outcrops constructed where none were 

present. These cross sections and maps will assist with future work and provide data 

for the development of a regional 2-D and 3-D geologic model for deformation. 
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CHAPTER II 

GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 Geologic Setting 

The Arbuckle Mountains, south-central Oklahoma, consist of folded and 

faulted Precambrian and Cambrian igneous rocks and Cambrian through Late 

Pennsylvanian sedimentary rocks (Ham, 1973; Fay, 1989; Thomas, 1991). The older, 

more deformed rocks of the Arbuckle Mountains are covered on the east, north, and 

west by gently westward-dipping younger strata of Late Pennsylvanian and Permian 

age, and on the south by gently southward-dipping Early Cretaceous rocks (Ham, 

1973; Fay, 1989). 

Pre-Mesozoic rocks in the Arbuckle Mountains preserve evidence for the 

rifting of Rodinia at 535 Ma, formation of the southern Laurentian passive margin 

including Ordovician rocks of the Great American Carbonate Bank through Devonian-

Mississippian shales, and closure of Iapetus resulting in collision of Gondwanaland 

with Laurentia during the late Paleozoic Ouachita-Appalachian orogeny (Fig. 2.1).  

The oldest rocks in the field area include the 535 Ma Colbert Rhyolite (Fay, 1989) 

associated with rifting during Early and Middle Cambrian time marked by the 

development of northwest-trending graben with associated normal faults and igneous 

activity (Gilbert and McConnell, 1991). These rocks form the SOA (Fig. 2.2; Dewey 

and Burke, 1974), a basement-cored uplift > 500 km long and 100 km wide (Keller et 

al., 1983), which is highly oblique to the inferred orientation of the Rhodinia rift 
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margin (Fig. 2.1; Thomas, 1991).  

Prior to uplift in the late Paleozoic, the subsiding SOA and adjacent platform 

margins were the sites of deposition of a thick section of Late Cambrian through 

Mississippian shallow marine sediments (Fritz, et al., 2012). Sedimentary rocks 

deposited across the rifted margin and within the SOA consist of mostly clastic Upper 

Cambrian Timbered Hills Group, Upper Cambrian through Early Ordovician 

carbonates of the Arbuckle Group, and Middle Ordovician through Mississippian 

mixed siliciclastic and carbonate rocks including the Simpson and Hunton Groups and 

the Woodford Shale (Fig. 2.3). The SOA is thus a big crustal heterogeneity block that 

likely influenced the late Paleozoic deformation and uplift in the Arbuckle Mountians. 
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Figure 2.1. Location of the Arbuckle Mountains at the junction of the southern 

Oklahoma rift zone of Thomas (1991) and the western edge of the Ouachita 
embayment of the Ouachita-Appalachian orogenic front. 

 

 
Figure 2.2. SOA and related tectonic features. From Keller, et al. (1983). 
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Figure 2.3. Stratigraphic section of formations within the SOA (A) and upon the 

craton (B). From Ham et al. (1969). 
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Although there may have been epeirogenic events in the earlier Paleozoic (e.g., 

Amsden, 1962; Ham and Wilson, 1967), uplift and inversion of the SOA began in the 

Pennsylvanian during protracted collision of Gondowanaland with southern Laurentia 

during oblique suturing associated with the Ouachita-Appalachian orogeny (Kluth and 

Coney, 1980; Thomas, 1991). Folding and faulting, including reactivation of normal 

faults (Dott, 1934; Tanner, 1967; Ham, 1973; Algeo 1992) and late, syn-tectonic 

deposition of proximal carbonate breccias and conglomerates of Pennsylvanian age 

(e.g., Collings Ranch Conglomerate of Ham (1954) mark this orogenic event (Fig. 

2.4).  

The regional structures associated with late Paleozoic tectonism include (SW 

to NE) the Arbuckle, Tishimingo, and Hunton anticlines as well as regionally 

extensive west-northwest-trending faults that separate the anticlines into distinct 

uplifts (Fig. 2.1). In addition to driving the deformation that resulted in the Arbuckle 

and Wichita Uplifts, the collision between Gondwanaland and Laurentia also caused 

uplift on the craton side (north in current geographic coordinates) of the ranges 

forming the Ozark uplift of Missouri, the Llano uplift of central Texas, and the 

Marathon fold and thrust belt in west Texas, and proposed to affect ranges well into 

Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah (Fig. 2.1). 
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Figure 2.4. South to north schematic depicting evolution of the SOA, the Ardmore 
basin, and the Arbuckle uplift from Precambrian to Pennsylvanian. Modified from 

Ham (1969). 

 

2.2 Previous Work and Hypotheses 

Two end-member hypotheses have been proposed for the formation and 

evolution of the Arbuckle anticline. The first involves the Washita Valley Fault zone, 

one of the main Pennsylvanian faults in the Arbuckle Mountains. Early workers (e.g., 

Dott, 1934; Tomlinson, 1952) interpreted all structures in the Arbuckle Mountains as 

the result of northeast-directed folding and thrusting. The Washita Valley Fault zone 

was initially considered an overthrust from the south (Dott, 1934), with the Arbuckle 

anticline and formation of the Ardmore basin the result of northeast-directed 

contraction (Ham, 1973). In this hypothesis, normal faults associated with the SOA 
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were reactivated during the Late Pennsylvanian as top-to-the-northeast reverse/thrust 

faults during suturing of Laurentia and Gondwanan (Dott, 1934; Ham, 1951, 1973; 

Tanner, 1967). In another study, Brown (1984) used palinspastic restorations to argue 

that “little or no strike-slip” displacement is required along the Washita Valley fault 

lineament to produce the current structures. Naruk (1994) used a balanced cross-

section solution to demonstrate that the interpreted subsurface geometry determined 

from well logs transect the Arbuckle anticline can be explained entirely by northeast-

directed shortening. 

The second hypothesis invokes a wrench model for the tectonics versus a 

contractional modal. A number of studies have inferred a significant amount of 

oblique- or strike-slip motion during the evolution of the Arbuckle anticline and 

surrounding structures (Ham, 1954; Tanner, 1967; Carter, 1979; Haas, 1981; Tapp, 

1995). During the latter stages of the Ouachita orogeny, hypothesized wrenching of 

the Llano block on the southwestern edge of the North American craton occurred 

along the Amarillo-Wichita Uplift (Wickam, 1978) resulted in a component left-lateral 

slip. If true, we would predict the majority of faults that formed the Arbuckle 

Mountains should have some component of left-lateral strike-slip motion.  

Ham (1951) and Dunham (1955) noted the presence of left-lateral, oblique-slip 

offset of steeply dipping beds, and Ham (1951) inferred ~3 miles (~5 km) of left-

lateral offset along the prominent Washita Valley fault lineament. Tanner (1967) 

measured 40 miles (~65 km) of left-lateral offset of the 0-isopach surface sands of the 

Ordovician Simpson Group. A number of M.S. thesis completed in the 1970’s and 
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1980’s (e.g., Booth, 1978; Wiltsie, 1977; Haas, 1978; Luke, 1978, and others) 

interpreted faulting, fractures, and folds in terms of oblique, but dominantly left-lateral 

strike slip shearing. 

 Although these studies show evidence for strike-slip motion throughout the 

region, scarce work documents the structural features in the Arbuckle anticline along 

I-35 at both a micro and macro scale. The present day orientation (~300°) could 

indicate the type of deformation the mountain range underwent during the 

Pennsylvanian and Early Permian when the Llano block collided with the Gondwanan 

lithospheric margin (Algeo, 1992). Furthermore, the obliquity of folds to coeval faults 

is consistent with oblique, left-lateral faulting during folding, similar to those observed 

along Washita Valley Fault zone. The orientation of folds and faults in this area are 

thus documented as they could suggest a strike-slip component within the Arbuckle 

anticline. This study includes data on actual faults that pertain to left-lateral, strike-slip 

faulting, as well as the associated folds and fracture sets. The data resulting from this 

study allows for kinematic analysis to determine kinematic compatibility throughout 

the Arbuckle Mountains as well as providing detailed cross-sectional models across 

the Arbuckle anticline. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS 
 

A combination of large-scale, detailed geologic mapping, cross-section 

construction, structural analysis, and fault kinematic analysis was undertaken along a 

well-exposed S-N transverse (Fig.2.1). Data collection began in the fall of 2014 and 

concluded in the spring of 2016 totaling 22 days and consisted of detailed observations 

along traverses across the regional strike of the range. Excellent road cuts along the I-

35 corridor, Highway 77, and adjacent roads provided a large and robust data set. 

From the collected data, kinematic analyses was conducted and compared to the 

geologic history and tectonic regime of the Ouachita-Appalachian Orogen. 

3.1 Field Mapping 

Geologic mapping at scales ranging from approximately 1:150 to 1:12,000 was 

conducted along a 7-mile (12 km) stretch on U.S. I-35 and Highway 77 (Fig. 3.1). 

Well-exposed road cuts, 20 sites in total along I-35 and HW 77, were evaluated and 

analyzed (Fig. 3.2). 
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Figure 3.1. Geologic map of the Arbuckle Mountains, with the study area along I-35 outlined in black rectangle. Major faults 

are highlighted. Modified from Johnson et al. (1990). 
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Figure 3.2. Fieldwork was conducted along I-35 and HW 77, resulting in 20 sites. 

Study area of the modified map from Johnson et al. (1990). 

Outcrops located along the north, south, and median are documented, from 

mile marker 44 to mile marker 50.5. Adjacent road cuts along Highway 77 were also 

utilized as data collection sites. Structural data is cataloged using a template similar to 

Table 3.1. The collected data consisted of field descriptions, bedding, fault surfaces, 

fractures, slickensides/slickenlines, sense of slip, fold axis, and calcite veins/styolite 

orientation/density. 

 
Table 3.1. Template used in the field to catalog and record structural data. 

 
 

The Ardmore Geological Society (AGS) placed brass markers 4in (10cm) in 

diameter throughout the highway cuts in 1986. Some markers have fallen off, but 

those able to be located that remain were documented. In addition, those markers have 

stratigraphic information that was recorded and confirmed while in the field. 

Additional methods include utilizing Google Earth to locate and identify outcrops 

sites. Incorporating this software with GPS points taken in the field on faults, contacts, 

Bedding Fault SL/Rake SOS Vein Fold Fracture Density 
        

N 
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and other structural and stratigraphic features enable the data to be accessed on the 

outcrop via cellular devices. For structurally complex units with multiple folds and 

faults, maps outcrop and panoramic photos were printed and mapped directly on while 

in the field. 

 

3.2 Kinematic Analyses 

Fault-striae data from 177 faults are plotted in FaultKin v.6.7.0 (Allmendinger 

et al., 1992) to determine the principal strain directions and quantify the type of 

shearing that occurred. By bisecting the angle between the intersection of the pole to 

the fault within the movement plane and its slip vector, the shortening and extension 

axis can be calculated. These axes represent the principal axes of incremental strain 

for the fault (Marrett and Allmendinger, 1990). This method assumes deformation is 

homogenous and faults analyzed have not been rotated since last slip. The average 

plunge and rake of slickenlines for each locality are also calculated to determine any 

trends from dip-slip to a strike-slip motion based on their relative location throughout 

the anticline (i.e. limb vs. core). Fault striae and plane data are contained in the 

appendix, categorized by site. 

The trend and plunge of all fold hinges are plotted by site with the average of 

each site determined as well as the overall average for the entire study area. The 

hinges are further divided into two structural domains to determine if the entire 

Arbuckle anticline is folded about a single hinge. The axial plane of the hinge is 

compared to the strike of the anticline to test if it is kinematically compatible and 
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representative of the anticline. 

The southern limb is chosen for a detailed fracture analysis as it exhibits the 

simplest and cleanest fracture sets. The Sycamore Formation is analyzed specifically, 

because it is the youngest, most competent bed on the southern limb. This formation is 

a homoclinal dipping sequence of poorly fossiliferous, fine-grained, silty limestone 

interbedded with dark grey shale of varying thickness. Identifying fractures sets in the 

southern limb allowed for comparison of fractures within the core and overturned 

northern limb. For every bed that was measured, lithology, bed thickness, fracture 

spacing, presence of calcite-fill, cross-cutting relationships, and distance from shale 

bed were noted. 

Rotating beds about their mean pole restored them to horizontal. Where beds 

have been overturned, specifically in the northern limb, the beds were rotated through 

180° to restore them to their original orientation. Fractures were also rotated by the 

same magnitude as the beds for each corresponding site to restore them to their initial 

alignment to test if they predate the folding. Rotated fractures from the southern limb 

were compared to other normalized and rotated fracture sets across the anticline to 

determine temporal relationships to faulting. Maximum principal stress at the time of 

fracturing was determined by bisecting the acute angle of conjugate fracture sets.  

 

3.3 Cross-Sectional Reconstruction 

Multiple cross sections are constructed across I-35 and Highway 77 at both 

large scale (i.e. entire outcrop) and small scale (i.e. a single, not penetrative fault). 
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These cross-sections take into account additional strain directions determined from the 

fault kinematic analysis and stress directions from the fracture kinematic analysis. 

Once the cross-sections were viable and admissible, those cross-sections were 

incorporated into a larger geologic model of the area that includes revision of the 

geologic strip map through the I-35 corridor. The cross-sections were constructed with 

appropriate scales and geologic contacts noted so 3-D digital models can later be 

made. Geologic mapping and field data are cataloged with GPS data so that future 

shape files can be constructed to overlie on the outcrops when viewing from “Street 

View” in GoogleEarth™. A future goal is to build a database of geologic information 

so an interactive map can be built displaying the geologic features from a birds-eye 

view, as well as the geology and kinematics of the cross sectional views of the road 

cuts. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 
 

Data from the following field sites are presented in a south to north traverse 

along Interstate 35 and Highway 77 (Fig. 4.1). All 20 sites are named from a mile 

marker (MM) along I-35 (i.e. MM44 is at mile marker 44, MM44.5 is between 44 and 

45) or a nearby landmark (i.e. Turner Falls Park Exit). The length along the section for 

each I-35 site is given in parenthesis following the site position and corresponds to the 

1989 Fay strip map (Fig. 4.1). For each site, outcrop descriptions are provided, and 

structural data was plotted using right hand rule. Bedding is in blue, fractures in grey 

(and green where sets are distinguishable), faults and slickenlines in red, and fold 

hinges in orange. AGS markers are also documented when present in the outcrops. For 

structurally complex outcrops, photos and interpreted cross sections are also shown. 

The Fay (1989) stratigraphic column is revised to fit with the map contacts and 

dip angles noted in the field from all 20 sites (Fig. 4.2). Many of the dips measured in 

the southern limb were steeper inclination than those shown on the Fay (1989) map, 

creating a disparity from the map thickness to the true stratigraphic thicknesses. The 

formations in the overturned northern limb were found to have similar thickness to the 

southern limb in the revised column. This is in opposition with Fay’s (1989) summary 

work, which gave bed measurements of the Sycamore and Hunton formations that 

were much thinner than those same formations to the south. Both the original Fay 

(1989) stratigraphic column and the revised column are shown in Fig. 4.2. The 
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recalculated stratigraphic true thicknesses of each formation presented here are used 

when constructing the cross section through the Arbuckle anticline.
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Figure 4.1. Fay (1989) strip map with site locations from the 7 mile (12km) study area along I-35 and HW 77. 
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Figure 4.2. Original stratigraphic section by Fay (1989) on the left, with the revised 

stratigraphic section on the right. Thickness is in meters. 
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4.1 MM 44 (2321-2332) 

 The southern-most outcrop on the south limb of the anticline consists of the 

youngest pre-tectonic strata in the study area and includes the Delaware Creek Shale, 

the Sycamore Formation, the Woodford Shale, and the Hunton Group. All of these 

beds have an average orientation of 121.7/52 (Fig. 4.3). The Delaware Creek Shale is 

dark grey that is mostly eroded, with the only exposure on the south side of the 

outcrop at the contact of the Sycamore Formation, which is comprised of limestone 

interbedded with shale layers ranging from 1cm to 1m in thickness.  Three fracture 

sets penetrate this unit, all at 90 degrees to the beds (Fig. 4.4). AGS marker 1 is 

located in the Sycamore Formation just under the contact between the Delaware Creek 

Shale and the Sycamore Formation (Fig. 4.5). The Woodford Shale is dark grey to 

black with the Upper Woodford Shale containin phosphatic nodules and concretions 

with undulating chert beds throughout (Fig. 4.6). AGS marker 2 is in the Woodford, 

2.44m below the contact with the Sycamore Formation. The Hunton Group has been 

eroded at the northern end of the outcrop.  

The three dominant fracture sets, most easily observed in the Sycamore 

Formation (Fig. 4.4) are oriented at 030/80, 240/55, and 310/40, sub-perpendicular to 

homoclinal beds of the southern limb. These are termed fracture sets A1 (dark green), 

A2 (green), and B (lime green), respectively. Fracture sets A1 and A2 are the most 

dominant, but are crosscut by the less penetrative third B set. These three fractures sets 

are found to exist throughout the study area. Minor faults were noted in the Sycamore 
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Formation that offset limestone and shale beds (Fig. 4.7) some of which preserve 

slickensides on calcite-filled fault planes. 

        
Figure 4.3. Stereonet of site MM44. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.4. Sycamore Formation with 3 fracture sets sub-perpendicular to homoclinal 

beds (view oblique to dip). 
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Figure 4.5. AGS marker #1 located within the Sycamore Formation. 

 

 
Figure 4.6. Woodford Shale with undulose bedding that contain interbedded black 

shale and chert with phosphatic nodules. 
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Figure 4.7. Fault in limestone bed within the Sycamore Formation showing down-to-
left apparent offset. Although no large-scale faults are present on the southern extent 

of the anticline, deformation still reached the limbs of the anticline. 

 

4.2 MM 44.5 (2342-2353) 

The Viola Group and Bromide Formation are exposed in two small hills on 

either side of I-35. The Viola Group is comprised of limestone containing brachiopod 

and trilobite fossils as well as some chert layers. The beds are oriented at 121.7/48 

with fracture set A1 and A2 evident (Fig. 4.8). Because the Bromide Formation is a 

much denser limestone than the Viola Group and contains micritic layers, the contact 

is easily identifiable (Fig. 4.9). The Viola-Bromide contact is also marked by AGS 

marker 6, which is located in the Bromide, 0.3m below the contact.   
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Figure 4.8. Stereonet of site MM44.5. 

 

 
Figure 4.9. Contact between the Viola Group (left) and the Bromide Formation (right) 

with view along strike to the west. 
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4.3 MM 45 (2370-2379) 

 The Oil Creek Formation within the Simpson Group is the only unit exposed in 

this outcrop. This formation is a fossiliferous limestone containing brown shale beds 

oriented 122.5/56 (Fig. 4.10). AGS marker 7 was located here but has since fallen off. 

Fracture set A1 penetrates this formation in addition to a number of faults some of 

which are along bedding planes. There are several folds within the Oil Creek 

Formation, with the majority plunging shallowly to the southeast. The folds are tight, 

asymmetrical, and parasitic in nature. Cross strata are recorded in the limestone (Fig. 

4.11) confirming the up direction to the northeast as well as suggesting a shallow 

marine depositional environment. 

   
Figure 4.10. Stereonet of site MM45. 
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Figure 4.11. (a) Crossbeds and (b) ripples within the Oil Creek Formation indicating 

up direction and suggesting a shallow marine environment of deposition. 

 

4.4 MM 45.5 (2380-2390) 

The West Spring Creek Formation of the Arbuckle Group has undulating beds 

oriented 124.1/54.3 (Fig. 4.12). This formation is composed of a variety of carbonates 

interspersed with very distinct red limestone and sandstone interbeds (Fig. 4.13). The 
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carbonates are of supratidal, intertidal, and subtidal (Fay, 1989) and contain a variety 

of fossils such as oolites, brachiopods, stromatolites, and algal beds, all indicative of a 

shallow water origin.   

Redbeds also exhibit numerous exposure surfaces resulting in desiccation 

cracking, thermal expansion, and dissolution resulting in numerous small, inter-bed 

folds (Fig. 4.14) and carbonate “brecciation” (Fig. 4.15). As these layers underwent 

burial diagenesis, locally extensive vuggy porosity was created (Lynch and AL-

Shaieb, 1991). AGS marker 8 is located in the fossiliferous limestone beds of the West 

Spring Creek. As many of the features in this outcrop are syndepositional, little 

fracture data is present for this site except for the penetrative A1 fractures. Three faults 

are present noted by offset within the beds, but no slickenlines were preserved. 

   
Figure 4.12. Stereonet of site MM45.5. 
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Figure 4.13. Outcrop of West Spring Creek Formation with interspersed red bed 

layers, view along strike to the east. 

 

 
Figure 4.14. Small, syndepositional folds within the layers. 
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Figure 4.15. Carbonate brecciation between fine-grained layers due to desiccation 

cracking. 

 

4.5 MM 46 (2407-2425) 

The Kindblade Formation of the Arbuckle Group is exposed along the 

turnout/rest stop and contains an anticline-syncline pair at the north end of the turnout. 

The formation is a bluish-grey, even-bedded carbonate containing limestone and 

dolomite with sponge fossils. The beds change orientation around the folds, but return 

to their SE strike and SW dip (Fig. 4.16). However, the beds rotate towards a more 

north/south trend and become slightly steeper than the previous sites. The anticline-

syncline pair are open, symmetrical folds with a NW-SE trend (Fig. 4.17) and contain 

an unexposed fault where the Kindblade Formation beds appear to be offset, which 

agrees with the original Fay (1989) map. 
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Figure 4.16. Stereonet of site MM46. 

 

 
Figure 4.17. Anticline-syncline pair in the Kindblade Formation, view to the east. 
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4.6 MM 46.5 (2426-2443) 

 The Cool Creek Formation is also comprised of carbonates with numerous 

shallow water fossils and contains AGS marker 12. There are several high angle faults 

that cut through the entire road cut along bedding planes evidenced by slickenlines on 

the fault surface in addition to evidence for syndepositional settling. The beds are now 

oriented at 148.9/54, rotating almost 20 degrees more towards the south than the 

previous outcrops (Fig. 4.18).  This further supports the Fay (1989) interpretation that 

a fault is located at the contact between the Kindblade Formation and the Cool Creek 

Formation. 

 
Figure 4.18. Stereonet of site MM46.5. 

 

4.7 MM 47 (2473-2483) 

 The Royer Dolomite is thickly bedded containing numerous fractures, often 

calcite-filled. The unit is exposed just south of the Cattle Pens Overpass near the 
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previously mapped Chapman Ranch Thrust Fault (CRTF) by Ham, Fay, and others. 

The thrust fault with the overriding Fort Sill is unexposed crossing the highway at this 

location. 

Minor reverse and normal faults (n=14) are measured throughout the Royer 

with an average normalized rake of 38.00. The beds are oriented at 137.4/50.4 and 

contain both the A1 and the A2 fracture sets as well as some east-west oriented 

fractures (Fig. 4.19). AGS marker 21 was located within these beds, but has since 

fallen off (Fig. 4.20). 

 
Figure 4.19. Stereonet of site MM47. 
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Figure 4.20. Royer Dolomite previously containing AGS marker 21. 

 

4.8 MM 47.5 (2501-2510) 

 Under the Cattle Pens Overpass, along HW77 just north of MM47, an outcrop-

scale, large reverse fault is exposed and places the Ft. Sill Limestone over the Royer 

Dolomite. The Ft. Sill Limestone is thinly bedded containing many small-scale folds 

within its layers, making it easily distinguishable from the Royer Dolomite. In this 

outcrop, the beds dip 27° and strike 335° (Fig. 4.21). A total of 20 faults were 

measured with an average normalized rake of 30.47. Several shallowly plunging folds 

throughout this formation are present both in the Royer Dolomite and in the Ft. Sill 

Limestone. Fractures are pervasive with variable orientation. Previously unseen 

shallowly dipping fracture sets and steeply dipping east-west fracture sets are 

recorded. 

A large cement block covers the middle of the outcrop, but the Ft. Sill 

Limestone has been thrust over the Royer on the west side of the block (Fig. 4.22). 
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This fault cutting through the entire outcrop is oriented 036/41, which is 

approximately perpendicular to the strike of the CRTF mapped by Fay (1989). The 

Royer Dolomite is folded and faulted on both sides under the overpass, with a fault-

propagation fold on the east side of the cement block (Fig. 4.22). A back thrust is also 

evident just prior to the cement block covering and is oriented 262/77. The field 

interpretation is shown in Fig. 4.23. 

 
Figure 4.21. Stereonet of site MM47.5. Large reverse fault with associated back thrust 

are plotted as thick, darker red planes. 
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Figure 4.22. Reverse fault on Highway 77, with cement block supporting I-35 in the center of the structure. A thrust fault is 

exposed to the left of the cement block while a faulted fold is exposed to the right. View to the northeast on HW 77, underneath 
I-35N. 

 

 
Figure 4.23. Interpretations with thinly bedded Ft. Sill Limestone overlying the massive Royer Dolomite and a fault 

propagation fold in the Royer Dolomite. 
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4.9 MM 48 (2533-2548) 

The core of the Arbuckle anticline is well exposed along MM48 along the 

northbound and southbound side of I-35. The exposure along the southbound portion 

of the interstate is referred to as the “west side,” while the exposure along the 

northbound side is referred to as the “east side.” The east side is largely dominated by 

the Royer Dolomite with occasional Ft. Sill Limestone exposures due to up-cutting 

thrust faults that create ramps. This side is not regularly fractured, but does display 

prominent cases of thrust faulting with several ramps as well as flats that conform to 

bedding. The west side is composed primarily of Ft. Sill, with a small exposure of 

Royer Dolomite on the southernmost edge of the exposure.   

On the east side, the Ft. Sill Limestone is thinly bedded and exhibits numerous 

folds (asymmetrical, box, and inter-bed folds) and faults dispersed throughout the 

outcrop and has sub-horizontal bedding on the west side (Fig. 4.24). The unit is 

heavily fractured, but faults with outcrop scale displacement are not as common on the 

west side. In total, 33 faults were measured that have an average normalized rake of 

34.79°. 

Despite the lack of faults on the west side with significant observable 

displacement, 21 faults were measured that recorded slip direction. Many of the folds 

throughout the area are shallowly plunging towards the southeast and show a left-

lateral rotation in the down-plunge direction. The structures on the west outcrop from 

south to north are a horst, an asymmetric z-fold, a box fold, and a fold with a fault 
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through its core (Fig. 4.26a-d). These features are interpreted below (Fig. 4.27) and are 

incorporated into the greater kinematic analysis of the Arbuckle anticline. 

Complexly folded and faulted Ft. Sill Limestone is the oldest unit exposed 

along I-35. The structural features discussed above cannot be directly traced across to 

the large thrusts and other associated structures on the east side where the beds are 

oriented at 136/56 (Fig. 4.25) suggesting either lateral offset or tilting of the anticline. 

This would allow the stratigraphically deeper Ft. Sill Limestone to be exposed on the 

west outcrop while both Ft. Sill Limestone and Royer Dolomite are exposed on the 

east outcrop. The east side has 12 documented faults, some of which place the Ft. Sill 

above the Royer in four locations. The cross section of the east side is shown below 

(Fig. 4.28) along with the associated interpretation (Fig. 4.29) as a imbricate structure 

(hereafter termed the Royer-Sill imbricate), which includes shallowly dipping thrust 

faults that resulted in lateral offset as evidenced by the slickenlines. 
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Figure 4.24. Stereonet of west side of site MM48. 

 

  
Figure 4.25. Stereonet of east side of site MM48. 
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1     2    3    4 

 
Figure 4.26. Main structures within the Ft. Sill Limestone on the west side of MM48 with the view to the west along I-35.  

Clockwise from the upper left: (a) horst with normal fault displacing beds 1 meter; (b) asymmetric z-fold that contains a very 
shallow thrusted unit to the north of the z-fold; (c) box fold; (d) fault propagation fold located near the northern extent of the 

Ft. Sill Limestone outcrop. 

 

1     2    3    4 

 
Figure 4.27. Compiled cross section of west side structures in the Ft. Sill Limestone with interpretation.
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Figure 4.28. Panorama of east side of MM48 along I-35 with the view to the east. Royer Dolomite is the massively bedded 

strata, and the Ft. Sill Limestone is the thin, undulating strata. 

 

 
Figure 4.29. Interpretation with Ft. Sill Limestone (green) thrust over the Royer Dolomite (purple) to produce an imbricate. 

Stereonets are shown below for those sections of the outcrop from which the measurements came. 
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4.10 HW 77 Radio Tower 

 Just north of I-35, Highway 77 crosses under the interstate from the south at 

Cattle Pens Overpass and runs parallel to the interstate until Turner Falls.  From the 

highway, you can see into Turner Falls, before the road has a hairpin turn and then 

continues past the exit of the park. The outcrops associated with Turner Falls are 

discussed in the following sections. 

 The Royer Dolomite is exposed along the highway near the entrance to the 

radio tower (which sits upon the Colbert Rhyolite), with beds oriented 163.9/23.2 and 

contains variably oriented fractures (Fig. 4.30). Outcrops in this area are vegetated and 

locally appear to have been affected by highway construction. Measurements are only 

taken when the outcrop is in situ. Although the data is sparse, several high angle faults 

cut through the formation, all of which have very shallowly dipping slickenlines with 

a normalized average rake of 16.67 degrees. 

   
Figure 4.30. Stereonet of site HW77 Radio Tower. 
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4.11 HW 77 Turner Falls Overlook 

 Further north, the Cool Creek Formation is exposed where the highway 

overlooks the main attraction of Turner Falls:  Honey Creek flowing over a travertine 

waterfall (Fig. 3.31; Fay, 1989). The Cool Creek beds are oriented at 273.7/47.8 and 

then rotate about a broad hinge 315/30 to be oriented 166/46 just past the scenic 

overlook with the view of the waterfall (Fig. 4.32).  

 

 
Figure 4.31. Turner Falls Waterfall and Honey Creek Formation located inside 

Turner Falls Park. View is from above lookout off of Highway 77. 
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Figure 4.32. Stereonet of site HW77 Turner Falls Overlook. 

 

The Cool Creek Formation contains numerous fractures, some of which are 

filled by calcite. Fault planes throughout the area have well-developed slickenlines, 

(Fig. 4.33). Chert nodules and beds are abundant throughout the outcrop and have 

been highly brecciated, whereas the surrounding limestone is less brecciated (Fig. 

4.34). The difference in fracture density between the chert and the limestone is likely 

due to a contrast of rheology. The fractures within the chert are not continuous into the 

limestone and are truncated at the lithology change. Rip-up clasts and stromatolites are 

also present (Fig. 4.35a,b) indicating a locally energetic, shallow marine environment. 
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Figure 4.33. Fault plane with well-preserved slickenlines. 

 

 
Figure 4.34. Chert that has been highly brecciated, likely during the formation of the 

Arbuckle anticline when the rest of the formation was being deformed. 
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Figure 4.35. (a) One of many rip-up clasts within the Cool Creek Formation. (b) 

Stromatolites are present throughout the outcrop. Both provide evidence of a shallow 
water environment. 
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4.12 HW 77 Turner Falls Hairpin 

 Farther to the north, past the scenic overlook, the Collings Ranch 

Conglomerate unconformably overlies the Cool Creek Formation. The Cool Creek 

Formation is heavily faulted under the contact of the conglomerate and has a bedding 

orientation at approximately 314.6/49.1 (Fig. 4.36). The Cool Creek Formation fault 

blocks (Fig. 4.37) displace the beds in a normal direction, but slickenlines are not 

preserved along the fault surface. The interpreted cross-section of the fault blocks is 

shown in Figure 4.38. Two small folds with shallow plunges to the west occur where 

the Cool Creek Formation overlies the conglomerate. Several sub-vertical fractures 

strike towards the northeast.  

The Collings Ranch Conglomerate dips shallowly towards the southeast at 

042.2/20.2 and has numerous crosscutting fractures with no defined sets (Fig. 4.39). 

The conglomerate is composed of limestone boulders and clasts washed down from 

the Arbuckle Mountains as they were forming (Cemen, et al., 1993). Paleotopography 

resulted from the shortening event and the Collings Ranch Conglomerate is a product 

of that positive topography. Although termed a “conglomerate,” many of the clasts in 

the matrix are quite angular and irregular in size (Fig. 4.40). 
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Figure 4.36. Stereonet of site HW77 Turner Falls Hairpin. 

 

 
Figure 4.37. Faulted Cool Creek Formation south of the contact with the Collings 

Ranch Conglomerate. 

 
Figure 4.38. Cross sectional interpretation of faulted Cool Creek Formation. View to 

the southeast. 
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Figure 4.39. View to west of shallow to mpderately dipping Collings Ranch 

Conglomerate along HW77. 

 
Figure 4.40. Sub-angular clasts within the Collings Ranch Conglomerate. 

 
The contact between the Collings Ranch Conglomerate and the Cool Creek 

Formation is complex, with the interpretation shown below (Fig. 4.41). The Cool 

Creek Formation overlies the Collings Ranch Conglomerate in one location, indicating 

the conglomerate was deposited syn-tectonically. Under this interpretation, there was a 

later phase of deformation, mid- to late- Collings Ranch Conglomerate deposition (late 

Pennsylvanian) that thrust the Cool Creek Formation over the conglomerate. The 

Collings Ranch Conglomerate continued being deposited, creating an undulating 
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contact where the conglomerate “filled in” the fault area as well as a large fault breccia 

region containing Cool Creek Formation blocks of limestone above the fault zone. 

 
Figure 4.41. Interpretation of Collings Ranch-Cool Creek contact, with the Cool 

Creek Formation being displaced up over the Collings Ranch Conglomerate during 
continued deposition of the conglomerate, resulting in a breccia-filled fault zone from 

both the Collings Ranch and the Cool Creek formations. View to the southeast. 

 

4.13 HW 77 Turner Falls Exit 

 Continuing on HW77, there are exposures of the conglomerate, the Cool Creek 

Formation and the Kindblade Fm (Fig. 4.42). The unconformity between the Collings 

Ranch Conglomerate and Cool Creek Formation appears to be faulted, but is obscured 

by foliage, with the Cool Creek Formation oriented at 310.3/59.9. The Cool Creek has 
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a sub-vertical fault contact with the Kindblade Formation (Fig. 4.43 and 4.44) that 

strikes northwest and is oriented 319/88 with slickenlines at 137/52. The Kindblade 

Formation is well exposed only at this contact, as the outcrop disappears into a valley 

and then re-emerges as the Collings Ranch Conglomerate to the north. The faulted 

unconformity between the Kindblade Formation and the Collings Ranch is placed in 

the valley. The Collings Ranch Conglomerate has an average bedding orientation of 

329/30, several high-angle joints, and several faults with preserved slickenlines (Fig. 

4.45a-c). 

 
Figure 4.42. Stereonet of site HW77 Turner Falls Exit. The 4 sub-vertical faults 

striking NW are at the contact between the Kindblade and Cool Creek formations. 
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Figure 4.43. Sub-vertical fault between the Kindblade and the Cool Creek formations 

with view to the northwest. 

 
Figure 4.44. Interpretation of high angle fault defined by slickenlines between the 

Kindblade and the Cool Creek formations. 
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Figure 4.45. (a) The Collings Ranch Conglomerate is sub-horizontal north of the 

faulted Kindblade-Cool Creek contact and (b) contains several faults with (c) 
slickenlines evident on the fault surfaces. 
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4.14 MM 48.5 (2562-2574) 

North of the imbricate on I-35, the Signal Mountain Formation is exposed. It 

has moderately dipping bedding with an average orientation of 245.7/28.5 and is 

folded about a broad hinge of 15/355 (Fig. 4.46). Towards the northern end of the 

outcrop, the beds begin dipping towards the northeast. AGS maker 24 is located in the 

center of this outcrop. 

Numerous red-colored karsted units are spaced throughout, some up to 20ft in 

length and 3m high (Fig. 4.47). Composed of both sandstone and highly karsted, 

porous carbonate, the Signal Mountain Formation has weathered to a reddish 

brown/grey color and is easily eroded. These dissolution cavities and collapse breccias 

have been interpreted as paleokarst features by Lynch and Al-Shaieb (1991) resulting 

from intermittent exposure and subsidence of the carbonate shelf during the late 

Cambrian to early Ordovician. Several steep faults with oblique slips are also 

pervasive through the area, with no distinguishable fracture sets. 
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Figure 4.46. Stereonet of site MM48.5. 

 

 
Figure 4.47. Karsted red beds and collapsed breccia within the Signal Mountain 

Formation. 
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4.15 MM 49 (2590-2597) 

 Located at the scenic turnout along I-35, the Kindblade Formation is well 

exposed and contains numerous faults, many of which have slickenlines preserved on 

the fault surfaces. Thirty-two faults are measured with an average normalized rake of 

48.94. The turnout exposes beds dipping 309/66, which are then faulted, changing 

their orientation to 281/63 (Fig. 4.48). Faulting causes beds to overturn towards the 

end of the outcrop, forming an anticlinal structure (Fig. 4.49). Just north of the fault at 

the end of the exposure, the beds have slumped and are no longer in situ, having 

collapsed “domino-style.” Both sides of the outcrop are shown in Fig. 4.49, south to 

north. 

   
Figure 4.48. Stereonet of site MM49. 
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Figure 4.49. South to north cross-sections of the (a) west and (b) east sides of the 

Kindblade Formation with the faulted anticline along the turnout. 
 

4.16 MM 49.5 (2609-2620) 

About 0.5mi north of the scenic turnout, the youngest strata along I-35, the 

Collings Ranch Conglomerate, is exposed at the north end of the scenic turnout and 

continues north along the highway. The conglomerate is also exposed in the median, 

displaying an open syncline that has a shallow plunge to the south/southwest with 

numerous fractures throughout (Fig. 4.50 and 4.51). The fractures do not match any of 

the fracture sets observed in the pre-Pennsylvanian strata. The conglomerate contains 

faults throughout the fold, implying it was deposited syn-tectonically (Tomlinson and 

McBee, 1959). These reverse faults, indicated by bed offset, further support the 
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interpretation from the HW77 Hairpin site that faulting and deformation continued to 

occur during deposition of the conglomerate. 

   
Figure 4.50. Stereonet of site MM49.5. 

 

 
Figure 4.51. Collings Ranch Conglomerate folded in a large, broad syncline with a 

W-NW-trending hinge exposed in the median of I-35 with view to southwest. 
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4.17 MM 50 (2627-2642) 

 Farther to the north, the Collings Ranch Conglomerate, the Bromide 

Formation, and the Viola Group are all exposed and highly faulted (Fig. 4.52). The 

Collings Ranch Conglomerate is located on the southern end of the outcrop, is faulted, 

and unconformably overlies the Bromide Formation (Fig. 4.53). The Bromide 

Formation is overturned and dips towards the southeast at 140/59. Where it 

conformably sits above the Viola Group, with the conglomerate no longer in place 

above. The Viola Group dips towards the southeast oriented 137/67, rotate to vertical, 

and finally become upright, before being faulted along the axis of a syncline within the 

Viola Group (Fig. 4.54). This large faulted syncline overturns the Viola Group, now 

oriented 129/29. The remaining beds in the northern limb of the anticline are also 

overturned. AGS marker 18 is located near the axis of this faulted syncline (termed the 

Viola syncline).  

Faults are present throughout all three formations, many of which have 

preserved slicks that have moderate plunges and indicate dip-slip offset (Fig 4.55a). 

Twenty faults are measured with an average normalized rake of 47.75. Numerous 

fractures are also present (Fig. 4.55b), with distinct sets developing in the overturned 

beds, north of the faulted Viola syncline. 
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Figure 4.52. Stereonet of site MM50. 

 

       
Figure 4.53. The Collings Ranch Conglomerate unconformably overlies the 

overturned Bromide Formation at the south end of this outcrop with view to the west. 
Black arrow indicates up direction.  
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Figure 4.54. North of the Bromide-Viola contact, the upright Viola Formation forms a 

syncline through which a reverse fault runs. View to the west. 
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Figure 4.55. (a) Slickenlines are present throughout the outcrop as well as numerous 

fractures, some of which are (b) classic Mode I fractures. 

 

4.18 HW 77-D 

 Where I-35 crosses above Highway 77-D, both the Hunton Group and the 

Woodford Shale are present. Both are overturned with the Hunton Group oriented at 

113.5/78 and the Woodford Shale oriented at 109/80 (Fig. 4.56). The dip slope of the 

Woodford Shale is well exposed and contains numerous fractures, some of which are 
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the same three sets as those in the southern limb (A1, A2, and B) and are further 

discussed in the next chapter. Large, undulating folds are also present and run all 

along the dip slope of the Woodford across the entire height of the outcrop (Fig. 

4.57a). Smaller-scale folds that are localized to one bed are scattered throughout and 

are oriented at 142/24 which trend obliquely to the strike of the beds (Fig. 4.57b). 

  
Figure 4.56. Stereonet of site HW77-D. 
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Figure 4.57. Woodford exposed along Highway 77 with (a) large-scale folds along dip 

slope and (b) small-scale folds oblique to bedding. 

 

4.19 MM 50.5 (2670-2675) 

Just south of the exit for the Fried Pies restaurant, the Woodford Shale and the 

Sycamore Formation are both overturned, steeply dipping towards the southwest at 

115.5/77.1 (Fig. 4.58). The Woodford Shale contains many chert concretions and 

nodules (Fig. 4.59) as well as trace fossils and cross strata indicating the up direction 

is towards the northeast, confirming the beds have been overturned. AGS marker 36 is 

located in the Sycamore Formation, close to the contact with the Woodford Shale. 

Here, both the Woodford and Sycamore formations contain the same three fracture 

sets (A1, A2, and B) oriented perpendicular to bedding as did these formations in the 

upright, southern limb. 
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Figure 4.58. Stereonet of site MM50.5. 

 

     
Figure 4.59. Woodford Shale containing chert concretions within the overturned beds. 

 

4.20 HW 77 Fried Pies 

 The Sylvan, Hunton, Woodford, Sycamore, and Delaware Creek formations 

are exposed on the opposite side of Highway 77 from the Fried Pies restaurant. All 
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formations are subvertical to overturned and display numerous faults and fractures 

plotted on the stereonet (Fig. 4.60). The Sylvan Shale is exposed at the contact with 

the Hunton Group, but recesses into a valley a short distance to the south of the 

contact (Fig. 4.61). All subdivisions within the Hunton Group are exposed here 

including the Keel, Cochrane, Clarita, Henryhouse, and Haragan formations (Fay, 

1989, Al-Shaieb and Puckette, 2000) and are on average oriented 275.7/78 and 

upright.  

The Woodford Shale between the Hunton Group and Sycamore Formation has 

been mostly eroded, with only the contacts evident. The Sycamore Formation is 

overturned, oriented at 102.2/72.8, and once again contains three fracture sets. One 

fault is projected to run between the Sylvan and the Hunton formations, causing the 

Hunton Group beds to become upright, and another fault between the Hunton Group 

and the Sycamore Formation, causing the beds to once again be overturned.  

Both the Woodford and Sycamore formations contain several high angle faults 

with steeply plunging slickenlines, indicating the likelihood of major faults running 

through these formations. Twenty-nine faults are measured with an average 

normalized rake of 70.52. The Delaware Creek Shale, the youngest pre-tectonic 

member of the Arbuckle anticline is just present at the contact with the Sycamore 

Formation, similar to the southern limb, before eroding into the alluvium to the north 

(Fig. 4.62). 
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Figure 4.60. Stereonet of site HW77 Fried Pies. 

 

 
Figure 4.61. Sylvan Shale contact with Hunton Group whose beds are sub-vertical. 

View to the west. 
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Figure 4.62. Sycamore-Delaware contact with beds overturned. View to the west. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Models for the development of the Arbuckle Mountains must take into account 

the following observations: (1) the presence of dip-slip faulting on the limbs compared 

to oblique strike-slip faulting at the core; (2) previously unrecognized faults in the 

Cattle Pens Overpass, the Royer-Sill imbricate, and the faulted Viola syncline; (3) 

presence of shallowly plunging southeast folds and their left-lateral rotation direction; 

(4) three uniform fracture sets on the limbs compared to varying fracture orientations 

at the core of the anticline. The implications of these features are considered within the 

larger deformation model of the Arbuckle Mountains to determine if the results of this 

study are kinematically compatible, not only throughout the study area, but with the 

suturing of Laurentia and Gondwana during the Appalachian-Ouachita orogeny. 

 

5.1 Fault Analysis 

Fault kinematic analysis of fault striae over the 7-mile (12 km) study area show 

faults on the limbs have more dip-slip motion and progress to more strike-slip motion 

at the core of the anticline (Fig. 5.1). Both the shortening and extension axis were 

calculated and plotted for all 177 data points using FaultKin (Allmendinger et al., 

1992), with the shortening axis plotted and contoured on the following diagrams. The 

main shortening axis varies from N-S to ENE-WSW on the limbs, but has an overall 

average of N38E, which is most prominent in the core of the anticline. The rakes are 
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also provided next to each locality in Figure 5.1. Rakes are normalized from 0-90, 

with shallower rakes indicating a stronger strike-slip component and steep rakes a 

stronger dip-slip component. Sites MM44 to MM46.5 are grouped together as very 

few faults were located in this area and the orientation of the beds are similar. 

The simple southern limb has 10 measured faults with an average normalized 

rake of 40.30° and a shortening axis of N38E. The rakes then change from 38.00° at 

the CRTF to 30.47° at the Cattle Pens Overpass to 34.79° at the Royer-Sill Imbricate, 

all of which have a NE-SW shortening axis. Although only 3 faults were measured on 

HW77 adjacent to the Royer-Sill imbricate, their average rake was 16.67°, also with a 

NE-SW axis. This gradual transition from moderate rakes to shallow rakes suggests a 

greater amount of dip-slip motion on the limbs and oblique/strike-slip at the core of 

the anticline. 

The fault kinematic analysis of the northern limb indicates the same 

relationship as the southern limb going from the core of the anticline to the limb. The 

rake changes from shallow (30.60° along HW77 near the Turner Falls localities and 

37.33° just north of the Royer-Sill imbricate along I-35) to steeper (50.45° at the 

faulted Kindblade Formation and 47.75° in the faulted Viola syncline). The most 

northern extent of the anticline, the Hunton Group, Sycamore Limestone, and 

Woodford Shale near the Fried Pies restaurant, have an average rake of 70.52° across 

the 29 measured faults. 
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Figure 5.1. Shortening axis for all sites are plotted and contoured, listed from south to north. Formations and number of fault 
slickenlines (n=177) for each locality are given as well as the associated average normalized rake. Rakes progress from 

moderate (southern limb) to shallow (core) to steep (northern limb). The orientation of the shortening axis changes from south 
to north and is more complicated in areas where bedding has been overturned. 
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5.2 Cross-Section Reconstruction 

Several outcrops along the study area contained faults that cut the entire 

outcrop, and their structures have been previously undocumented. They include the 

Cattle Pens Overpass, the Royer-Sill imbricate, and the Viola syncline. Both the Cattle 

Pens Overpass and the Royer-Sill Imbricate require further analysis as their 

interpretation from the field is not as straight-forward. 

Just north of the CRTF, a reverse fault defined by slicks, occurs under the 

Cattle Pens Overpass, with the Ft. Sill Limestone thrust over the Royer Dolomite. Two 

cross sectional interpretations are offered to explain the structural geometry, as the 

cement block of the overlying interstate covers some of the outcrop, obscuring the 

structure. The first is a reverse fault containing at least two back thrusts, one of which 

causes the fault propagation fold on the other side of the block (Fig. 5.2a). Both Royer 

Dolomite and Ft. Sill Limestone would lie behind the cement block with a backthrust 

terminating in the fault propagation fold. The Ft. Sill Limestone, where it would lie on 

top of the Royer, has since been eroded. The second is a positive flower structure 

caused by a left lateral strike-slip fault oriented in a roughly NW/SE direction (Fig. 

5.2b). In this interpretation, the Ft. Sill Limestone would be sub-horizontal behind the 

block, with the contact between the Royer Dolomite and Ft. Sill Limestone just under 

the fault-propagation fold. These faults would then all join together farther to the south 

and north along I-35. The top of the flower structure would also have been eroded or 

destroyed by the construction of the overpass. 
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The first interpretation, that this is a thrust fault, is unlikely since the strike of 

the fault is oblique to the strike of the CRTF, and would predict instead oblique to 

strike-slip motion. The fault under the Cattle Pens Overpass could be explained as a 

lateral ramp. However, a lateral ramp would be predicted to have a different offset 

orientation, which would be top to the southeast. The second interpretation, a positive 

flower structure, is a more likely alternative (Fig. 5.2b). The strike of the Cattle Pens 

Overpass reverse fault aligns with a previously mapped strike-slip fault to the 

northwest (Fig. 5.3a). The CRTF could have a branch that splits off just south of the 

Cattle Pens Overpass, and links with left-lateral strike slip fault to the north, creating a 

positive flower structure at the overpass. The new field data and interpretation is 

added to the Fay (1989) map with the left-lateral, positive flower structure (Fig. 5.3b).  

Positive flower structures are not unique to this area and have been interpreted 

in adjacent fields. Carpenter and Tapp (2014) documented numerous structural 

indicators within the Sho-Vel-Tum field and interpreted them as possible strike-slip 

flower or “pop-up” structures. The potential presence of positive flower structures in 

adjacent fields supports the interpretation that oblique deformation occurred in a 

sinistral direction within the orogeny creating pop-up structures. 
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Figure 5.2. Two interpretations of Cattle Pens Overpass to explain structural 

geometry, with the exposed outcrop in a darker shade. Ft. Sill Limestone in green and 
Royer Dolomite in purple with view to the north. (a) The large fault is interpreted as a 
thrust with two back thrusts. (b) All faults are interpreted as parts of a positive flower 

structure. 
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Figure 5.3. Map view of the Cattle Pens Overpass. (a) Fay’s (1989) map with the Ft. 
Sill Limestone in red and the Royer Dolomite in orange. (b) New interpretation from 
field data with Ft. Sill Limestone in green and Royer Dolomite in purple. Faults in 
outcrop at Cattle Pens Overpass are interpreted as a left-lateral, positive flower 

structure and are projected to link with the Chapman’s Ranch Thrust Fault (CRTF) 
and a left lateral fault in the NE corner of the map. 
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The other outcrop-scale structure, the Royer-Sill imbricate, defines the core 

(and crest) of the anticline, and contains the largest exposure of the Ft. Sill Limestone 

in the study area. Within the crest, the thinly bedded Ft. Sill Limestone consists of 

numerous asymmetric, disharmonic folds, minor intra-bed thrust and normal faults, 

and related drag folds that indicate left-lateral offset. Just adjacent to these folds and 

faults, the thin-bedded limestones of the Ft. Sill Limestone are structurally interleaved 

with the Royer Dolomite along a previously unrecognized imbricate, Royer-Sill 

imbricate. Fault striae in this region yield generally shallow to moderately plunging 

slip vectors consistent with reverse and oblique left-lateral strike-slip motion. The 

Royer-Sill Imbricate on the east side is down plunge from the folded Ft. Sill 

Limestone on the west side and laterally offset east-west in a sinistral direction. Figure 

5.4 is the model for the formation of the imbricate. Four thrusts are contained within 

the imbricate, but two of the thrust faults did not fully penetrate to become a roof 

thrust. 
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Figure 5.4. Model for the formation of the Royer-Sill imbricate and includes 4 

separate thrusting events, T1-T4. The Ft. Sill Limestone (green) is thrust over the 
Royer Dolomite (purple) in 4 locations, as well as having the basal detachment fault 

present in the section as the northernmost exposed fault. In the final image, the darker 
shaded areas represent the outcrop, with the lighter areas representing where the 

cross section has been projected both above and below the outcrop. 
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5.3 Axial Plane of Arbuckle Anticline 

Fifty-nine fold hinges are measured throughout the I-35 corridor and are re-

plotted below by locality, with a square representing the mean for each site (Fig. 5.5a). 

A rose diagram shows the majority of hinges trend southeast with a shallow SE plunge 

with a mean vector of 164/41 (Fig. 5.5b). The rest of the hinges scatter from the 

southwest, to the northwest, to the northeast. Almost all of these have shallow plunges 

as well (less than 30°). 

Contouring the hinges with a Kamb distribution, two distinct structural 

domains can be identified (Fig. 5.6a). The southeast set is grouped as one (dark pink) 

while the other hinges are interpreted to be parasitic folds and define one broad fold 

with its hinge in the northwest (light pink) and are re-plotted (Fig. 5.6b). The means of 

these two domains are 146/20 and 275.6/48. The plane that fits these two means is 

oriented 134/61 and roughly defines the axial plane of the Arbuckle anticline. This is 

compatible with the plunge of the folds in the core of the anticline and the Royer-Ft. 

Sill imbricate interpretation. The strike of this plane is also consistent with the overall 

strike of the strata throughout the anticline. 
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Figure 5.5. (a) Fold hinges for all 20 sites are plotted with squares denoting the mean 
of each site (n=59). (b) Rose diagram plotted for hinges with a mean vector of 164/41. 

 
 

     
Figure 5.6. (a) Kamb distribution of fold hinges (n=59) showing a strong southeast 
grouping and broadly folded, shallow set that is northwest centered. (b) Hinges split 
into two structural domains, with the interpreted axial plane of the Arbuckle anticline 

fit through the mean of the two domains. 
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5.4 Fracture Analysis 

Analysis of fracture patterns within the southern and northern limb indicate 

two penetrative fracture sets that are crosscut by a third, less penetrative set. Rotating 

the beds to horizontal restores fracture orientation to original position. The three 

distinct fracture sets in the Sycamore Formation and Woodford Shale at MM44 on the 

southern limb have the orientation of 246.2/88.3 (dark green), 021.0/84.8 (green), and 

307.4/87.2 (lime green) shown in Fig. 5.7a. These fractures are sub-perpendicular to 

homoclinal beds oriented 121.3/52. The dark green and green, now termed fracture 

sets A1 and A2, crosscut each other, indicating similar timing for them, but crosscut 

the lime green set, termed fracture set B, which is the youngest of the three. 

Three distinct sets are also present in the overturned northern limb and are sub-

perpendicular to beds oriented 116.5/77. Once again, these sets are most obvious in 

the Sycamore Formation and Woodford Shale, but with a slight rotation of their 

orientation compared to the fracture sets of the southern limb. However, when these 

are rotated back to their original orientation, we find that A1 is oriented 77.7/88.7, A2 

at 180.3/86.2, and B at 130.5/85.2 (Fig. 4.7b). The difference in orientation from the 

southern limb for each is 11.5/0.4, 20.7/1.8, and 3.1/2.0, respectively. And once again, 

sets A1 and A2 crosscut each other, and set B crosscuts both of those. As set B is the 

most similar set from the southern to the northern limb, it also agrees with the 

interpretation that this was the last set to have formed of these three.  

A1 and A2 have a slightly different orientation and are not as laterally 

continuous within the formation. The overturning of the northern limb could have 
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caused greater fracturing compared to the southern limb, creating new fractures with 

similar orientations, leading to fracture measurements that cluster around the original 

fractures. However, A1 and A2 do still have the same angular relationship with each 

other as they did in the southern limb. 

   
Figure 5.7. Fracture sets rotated back to original emplacement of sites (a) MM44 and 

(b) MM50. A1 – dark green; A2 – green; B – lime green; rotated beds in blue. 
 

These three sets are persistent throughout the anticline, but are best defined at 

the limbs. Progressing towards the core of the anticline, sometime only one or two sets 

are present, while fractures with differing orientation are present especially within 

heavily faulted outcrops (Fig. 5.8a). The Collings Ranch Conglomerate, shown to be 

syn-tectonic, does not contain any of the three sets (Fig. 5.8b).  
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Figure 5.8. Fracture sets rotated back to original emplacement of sites (a) MM47 and 
(b) MM49.5. MM47, which is near the CRTF, contains A1 and A2 sets as well as new 
east-west sets. MM49.5, which is the Collings Ranch Conglomerate Syncline, has no 

discernable fracture sets. 

 
A1, A2, and B fractures sets are thus interpreted to be pre-Collings Ranch 

Conglomerate, forming at the onset of faulting during the formation of the Arbuckle 

Uplift, but prior to the overturning of the northern limb with B fractures forming after 

A1 and A2. Identifying the early syn-tectonic fractures allows the late syn-tectonic 

fractures to be recognized and tied to the tectonics of the late Pennsylvanian.  

Figure 5.9 shows the poles to fractures sets A1 and A2 (totally 236), with the 

corresponding rose diagram. The acute angle of the fracture sets is the obtuse angle in 

the rose diagram. Bisecting the acute angle of conjugate fracture sets A1 and A2 gives 

an average orientation of 221.3/89.45 for maximum principle stress. Therefore, the 

maximum stress direction (σ1) through the Arbuckle anticline during the emplacement 

of these fractures was N41E in orientation.  
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Figure 5.9. Poles to fracture sets A1 and A2 (n=236) with corresponding Rose 
diagram. σ1 bisects the obtuse angle in the Rose diagram. 

 

5.5 Kinematic Compatibility 

Fault, fold, and fracture analyses were combined to determine if the structures 

observed through the study area are kinematically compatible. As stated previously, 

the axial plane of the anticline strikes 134° and the beds have strikes from 118°-140°. 

The maximum stress direction is 221.4/89.45 (N41E) determined from the fracture 

sets while the strain axis is NE determined from the fault analysis. Both the stress and 

strain axis are oblique to the strike of bedding and hinge, resulting in two vectors: a 

normal compressive component and a left-lateral shearing component, with a ratio of 

4:1, respectively (Fig. 5.10).  

Dip-slip faults, especially reverse and thrust faults, are present throughout the 

anticline as a result of contraction. Oblique, left-lateral strike-slip faults are also 
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present, particularly at the core, resulting from transcurrent motion. Throughout the 

outcrops, fold hinges shallowly plunge to the southeast as well as change their 

orientation indicating not only does the Arbuckle anticline have a southeast plunge, 

but it also underwent oblique left-lateral strain. The presence of both compressive and 

shearing forces agrees with structures observed and mapped in the outcrops such as 

the Royer-Sill imbricate (compressive) and the Cattle Pens Flower Structure 

(shearing). 

   

Figure 5.10. Stress and strain axis plotted in comparison to other structural features. 
Components of maximum stress (red) show fault normal convergence as well as left-

lateral strike slip motion. 

 
The stress direction determined from fracture analysis and the strain direction 

and type observed from fold hinge orientation and fault kinematics are kinematically 

compatible across the Arbuckle Anticline. The maximum principle stress and strain 
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axis not only defines the axis of strain throughout the basin as N41°E, but agrees with 

the greater model of the Appalachian-Ouachita orogeny. During the assembly of 

Pangaea, the leading edge of the thrust belt wrapped around previously formed 

promontories and embayments of the older rifted margin of Laurentia (Thomas, 2006). 

The Arbuckle anticline formed within the Ouachita salient, one of the tectonic 

inheritances from the Grenville orogen and the opening of the Iapetus Ocean. 

Although the Appalachian-Ouachita orogen had a shortening direction of NW-

SE, within the Ouachita salient, collision is likely to have occurred along a NE-SW 

striking margin locally, supported by the findings of this study. Additionally, the left 

lateral strike-slip shearing that is predicted to have occurred at a roughly WNW-ESE 

direction from both fracture and slickenline data agrees with the orientation of past 

northwest striking transform faults from the opening of the Iapetus Ocean (Thomas, 

1991, 2006). Thus the alignment of transcurrent and contractile formed structures 

defined and discussed in this study kinematically agree with the accepted model of 

collision for the formation and evolution of the Ouachita-Appalachian continental 

margin.  
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

These results improve our understanding of the pattern and distribution of 

faults, fractures, and internal geometries in time/space within the Arbuckle mountains, 

a range that consists of several historically productive petroleum units and wastewater 

disposal formations. The stratigraphic column is updated with new field data and 

suggests the Arbuckle Group, the target for wastewater disposal wells, has over 150m 

of additional thickness within the SOA than previously determined. The I-35 corridor 

contains faults that run the length of the outcrop such as the Cattle Pens Flower 

Structure, the Royer-Sill Imbricate, and the faulted Viola Syncline, which had not 

been documented until this study. These faults, and all 177 faults with slip directions, 

support the occurrence of left-lateral strike-slip motion, outcrop-scale evidence that 

has been absent until now. In the core of the anticline, faulting and folding indicates an 

increase in oblique, left-lateral strike-slip motion consistent with fold hinges measured 

throughout the outcrops, and results in an average shortening axis of N38E. 

Quantifying and describing fractures throughout the study area, not only indicated a 

maximum principal stress of N41E, but provided insight into the temporal history of 

the anticline, indicating three early syn-tectonic fracture sets that predate the 

overturning of northern limb and deformation of the Collings Ranch Conglomerate. 

The presented data suggest there is a 4:1 ratio of dip-slip to strike-slip deformation and 
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the structural features are kinematically compatible throughout the study-area, as well 

as fitting into the greater model of collision for the Appalachian-Ouachita orogen. 
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